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When I scream down and into this machine 
It grins back
Multiple hammers flailing at me 
As my words spitting out 
Cries straining among muted steel 
Can feelings be stapped down 
As immutable punch press tattoos
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The famous people at the Poetry address
Laughed cogently behind their hands
At my little messes of paper and raw script
They say "He should have written this as a sonnet"
And "This doesn’t even make sense"
Later as they sipped their raw umber coffee 
And easily slipped a rejection notice into my SSAE 
They took out another manila packet from the mail drop 
Saying "listen to this', listen to this'."
As the laughs come again
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Diaphonous notes
Played on an unseen accordian
Seem to murmur responses
In ones heartchords
Like passing candlewicks
The flowing of ignited streamtrails
Regales the forms of loves passage
Shadows and silhouette snippings
Gush through straggards and
Empty throated bottlesDo the new-sounds hollow your name
Branches can be broken offEven in whispersDutchesses wish on the morrow
Where noonday sorrows are yet purerDid yesterdays kisses remain pursed.
Or do we cut them off
By daring to tell of themIs our merest thought enoughTo banish them from becomingAs orchids blanch at our touch
No matter how faint
We beseech you now and forever
As love's requitted liquid paint
Dries on the lips
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L . A .
Tortilla flat 
Breathless still day 
A hazed brown old photograph 
Parched by constant sun 
Homeless nomadsFollowing endless concrete ways Eyesore looking for made up stars 
Wishing their dreams
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over
Diatribe
Indian forebears 
A miscegenation all 
Great indian nation 
Death stalker water moccasin 
Ancient war party the shadow deer Reflecred in sky water 
Drying on the land spirit eaele flies 
Not attached to whats died here We remain lost souls 

waiting
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Dissolution Disillusion 
Marital breaking point 
I cried my eyes irresolute 
Even my mute and gray stars 
Conspired to wink out 
Had we known more love 
In our brief maritimeCould we have moved a milimeter other 
Than the very leaves that fell 
We spent our ammunition in hell 
Froze over in the well in our bed at night 
It was altogether frightening in there 
Wasn't itBound as an embalmed fly in the web 
We took our stab at relations 
However scantThe distances were penetrated
As we glimpsed a dry road henceBut the chasm remained aheadDid you grasp me in that wastetimezoneWhen the barest seconds were there
We couldn't have been oneTime stood still for us but once
Sounded a brief perfect noteBut the tone and lines were off
On the wrong side of the page agàin
Just like us
Mayflies
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Hollywood's lurid saga 
Where crown jewels 
And costume jewelry 
intermix and twine
Reality, fiction, and their various hues 
Are one
If you imagine you understand the whole shadow dance here 
You've either just blown into town 
Or've just been born
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Pretty little snippet
Make her a playmate for a mere trinket
All you ever wanted
Eggs in one basketPresented as forbidden fruit
Lapped out of a small cup
Burns your lipNever never land candy
Love is not forever its young and fleeting 
My whippet is whining toxbe ìet out 
ionna have to ground him later 
Wet in the bushes
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Thirties was 
MechanageArt for art's sake
New materials/clear cut designs
The Dessau were doing thingsLike it or not we were lofted into
The upward mobile
Severe cleanness of today
Scarier indeed than bygones
Occluded in brown dust
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Hail Halley
The iceman comet(h)
Famous for spinning long eliptical yarns 
Storied out of a deep freeze closet 
Once a comatose dreamer 
Becomes streaming starstuff 
Turning a null and void cold spot 
Into a burning elixirThe blithe spirit of every seventy-six 
Tails at once yesterday and tomorrow 
Hail Halley the iceman comet(h)
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A fuzzy pink nightgown 
Sounds like
50's modern in appropriate dressSubtlety was dished out the window
The ridiculous was sublime
If it's too much for you General
I can come again this afternoon
Was the subject of gails of laughter
The Big war was in' the books
Design was askance
Music came as an emergence
We had our pants pulled down
We can't go back
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Ticks? hour hand
Rounding out the gray flowers
Casting a measure of doubt
Under a long viscous shadow
Dark mushroom penumbra
Espewing a vapid foul smell
Cuidado, don't lick the moon's mist!
Venus implant exhausting vaporous silver oxides
Shimmering white isotone undersides
Even knelt beside it a death knell
Staring blankly at a pretty pin cushion
Didn't move did it just the light
Whose? sticky fingers up my spine
Feeling ribs of a noxious umbrella
Rendering me a loose rope doll with spools for eyes 
Can't imagine time or how long I've lingered 
Lost world traveler bottle cyclotronic tossed Now emptied in this mucky dust 
Encephally stopped dead in my tracks
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Fall is a classic
Solemn end to summer's fabled hassles 
All the little wars boiling down To last battles ultimate decisions Time is now an unsmiling thin?
Ursine us toward finality It's the snap of a burnin? ember 
Telling winter's comin? scourge
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The wayfarers song
Castaway vagabond
Life's back side
Long way out of the public eyeBroken yellow toothed men
For them nothing but time
0rubbing whenever and whatever
Cries in the night
Co unheard of lost in the wine
Of the northbound freight
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A concept almost geometric 
Arcs and lines blurring rockets 
Crisscrossing a field of whiteBest played fast and loose by hammerheads on ice 
Do you go out for blood then spill it Talking hockey the truest sport (game slice of life) 
Hobbs would've loved it 
Nasty brutish and short
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In a microwave oven
Things are intense
Radiating beams makeConversation impossible
Little old ladies have discovered
Its aerating cycle
Bufont wire haired poodles
Gone in a poofAnd for the ùninitiated among us 
Its truly the ultimate spot 
To catch some rays 
Sans California
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Assailing them the
Ancient mariners
31ood vessel whalers
Harboring murderers and thieves
Following the regal sea foamToward their unspeakable ill deeds
Their killing kind relentlessStalking God's gentlest of creatures
Can we ever hope to fathom
Their final piercing criesStilled forever beneath the deep gray
Unanswering waves
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Spinster widow her cold little eyes 
Seeing you through splintery windows 
Staying in her reserve 
The femme fetaleAs she comes dancing down to you or any other 
Jerk on the line
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Ancient mariner
Called up from the murky depths 
The past now and again 
Rears its ugly head
Thought caught up in its own landlockedness 
Something like time and tide 
Lurking just below the surface 
Waits for no man
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The Minute Waltz
Is French for
The delicate MinuetDancing quickly on lively steps
Racing merrily on the very note
That Mozart cleft as he played
Istanbul to Vienna
Stated brisklyIn full stacatto harpsichordic rhyme 
The boy wonder left it all to us In centuries
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A blood count
Bram Stoker penned the old wives tales folk lore 
Herr Dracula as a misting black form Cast across a dead gothic landscape 
A chill wind whistles through 
And the dark visitor knows
The very anti-chambers in your heart of hearts 
Do you start out at night
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The onslaught west 
Dust settlers the 
Desperate land creatures
teaching across the ripe indian tableland 
Their dleicate sand painting virgin mesas 
Enriched in the proud blood of generations 
Now divided and conquered By ones without souls
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Kinetic
Friction exists 
Tight electron charged air 
Delicate cutting edge relationship 
We stay bound by function
Secure only in the knowledge of our non-permanence 
When the time comes what we know will be gone 
All there is is shifting sand 
Love in the wasteland it's hard 
Sifting through the debris
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A cattle call and 
Never in your born days 
Could you know
That someone's counting them
Moving you bn down the line
Is there a sparkle in that black bovine eye
Which understands any farthing more
Than mulching the landlords grass
Can you fathom more than I ask
As you are forced to your doom
Down the cattlecombs at the slaughterhouseAs you cowtow to be a breakfaststeak
What's unspeakable at lastThe dumb beastsTrusted us
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Alphonse Mucha
Gilded lilies
Delicate fiery fushias
■"/oman all gussied upFor enchanted advertisementsSpelled out in quaint and lyrical prose
Lofty Art Nouveau entanglements
Beauty personified of
The grander time
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The/rapist
Psycho/logical sewer rat
Ear to the ground voyeur
Put upon a pedestal
Galled to sit in judgementOf God forsaken poor souls
Watching as they hang out dirty laundry
Not knowing if its inside out or notAll the while standing outside emotionally naked
Mental health is a thin line stuck pigsTold technitions feel for them
Intrinsically interesting looking insidePatients anesthesised by pain
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Green eyes across the table
Glazed fixedly on mine
She was primitive and familiar
With a lower form of life
We, at some level, understood each otherWas it the wine
She'd had a taste too wet to the tongue 
I sat back fascinated (repulsed?)
She was built like an assortment of odd spare parts Assembled distractedly by someone in a junkyard after dark 
We don't often consider 
Those too very different from usWe remain in those our separate universes as such 
After much decided thought, I hit her 
She'd left a mere spot I imagine I've always been disgusted 
By flies
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Fending off the terraces of Southern California
Can strike out a living as such
In some fashion left clinging to the rocks
Not too much different from an indigenous lizard
As I cast my lot resolutely over the cliffs
Toward my home known also as a brief passage of time
Etched inexorably across what we've come to know
In every manner of fossiled dirt relicWashed up on the shore and left to calcify white
On these mute land monumentsWaiting out time, distance, and the likes of us
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Chummy boys in a fish canoe wading 
Chicken of the sea again 
Nah'. Not that one bit
Catching a Van Halen pisser on the little radio 
Grating through the hum:
One wonderful summer was it?
Sun irradiating Old Mexico's charm
Here when you're not on the hook or baiting
Forever conjuring up new ways
To be laid up in the forced air markets
Fecund the sun shades falling
Rabbits dripping blood
On these twin tattoos
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We reconnoiter 
I hate seeing you at night 
We avert each other's eyes 
We get together in a tear duct 
Or a sewer of inharmonious wants 
You love me you don’t 
I follow you I can't 
Even understand this 
A rock is on top of us As husbands and wives of lovers 
Livers of sorrows and the near dead 
Rings on every finger save one The one and last called for Beautiful myth can I see you 
The dark hates me as you do 
And I remember being told 
Of fairies who exist only at dawn
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The home stretch exercising demonsAerobic bodies in tight little nothings
Exciting to watch the body electric
Flexing into sexual positions
Almost enough to get you off the air
TV execs are kept posted on all the numbers
Neilsen and his ilk systematically rate them allA full time job keeping tabs on all those warm boxes
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My English tea kettle
Dawdles on the stove all dayWith nought to do but
Harbor a little left-over waterAnd remember its last heating
The kitchen is not a bad place at all
To fallow a world's day
The birds and sunflies are pleasant eno' 
As their sounds carry in A sprig or two of the mullnut tree 
Can wash past the window glass 
If the breeze is just right The delicate hues and shadows turn 
Subtly softly from day til night 
As I enter and the door clicks shut What relief crosses it upon my approach Is it master-dog cheeriness set forth 
Or something other, more complicated 
Now when the oven heat is brightening 
It warms me fully to the throat 
We'll begin again
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Twilight to duskMosquitoes dance
Hovering .in fibril shadows
Delicate as fairies on approach
Needling you at last
In a procedure almost surgical
Technique mannered over eonsCasanova couldn't leave you move deftly
Even during the consumate act itself
Who's loved you more?
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We don't make love 
We come together in a kind 
Of bloodless coup 
We grind out a compromise 
PassionlessAs a businessman's lunch
However injurious
I miss the aches and pains ofWhen we were new
Now its just Salisbury Steak
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White hot coals
Lolling in shallow pools
Fire and ice piranhaBlank expressionless needle eyes
Following your shadow
Obliquely scanning the surface
With surgical precision
New patterns running now
Through a primitive brain
Electrical charged memory
Like a digital watch movements
Dimly recollecting the pleasures
Of meeting sinew and boneJuntas hastily arranged
When the unwary tried short cuts
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An Indian summer
The hummingbirds are on the lawn 
We're experiencing a brief warming 
That we've known before 
Winter is fast upon us now 
And decending down
Honey, say we won’t cry on the morning 
When all the silvery leaves are gone
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Dipping blonde pigtails 
Wet into inkwells
Skipping stones blush over the surfac
Framing a gilt edged rose bath
Of our waning childhood years
Norman Rockwell applied it
To brush and canvas
So totally ^om Sawyeresque
What we want is like something said
Softly at a great distance
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